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OBITUARY. 

H. J. GRAYSON. 

XR. H. J. GRATSOS, whose name is familiar to microscopists 
through his micrometers and test rulings, died on Riarcli 21, 1915, 
at  the age of 61 years. Mr. Grayson, who was a native of York- 
shire, visited Australia 2nd New Zealand as a young man, and 
after a temporary return to England settled in Victoria, where for 
some years he followed his occupation of horticulturist. He was 
early attracted to microscopical studies, and made many collections 
of diatoms from various localities in Australia and New Zealand; 
he was also skilled in the preparation of botanical sections, and 
especially of petrological sections, of wliicli lie supplied mail 
the Melbourne University. He first joined that institution a 
assistant in the Physiological Departnient, but was soon transferred 
to the Geological Department. The highly efficient apparatus 
used there for preparing rock-sections was designed by Ah. Grayson, 
whose description of it in the Proceedings of’ the Royal Society of 
Victoria was reprinted in the Journal of this Society for 1911 
(p. 703), accompanied by a detailed description of liis method of 
working. 

Before 1894 Grayson had devoted his attention to the subject 
of test-rulings on glass, and in that year specimens of the work 
done by him on a machine designed and constructed by himself 
were sent to the Royal Microscopical Society and reported upon 
by Mr. Nelson, who found his rulings to be very accurate, and not 
showing irregularities in spacing such as are often seen in Robert’s 
plates. (J.R.M.S., 1895, p. 134.) Signs of crystallization or 
sweating were, however, already perceptible, and in a letter 
written about that time Grayson explains the experiments made 
by him with the object of obviating this defect. His best results 
were gained by using shellac rings thoroughly hardened, and 
attaching the cover by the application of so much heat as only 
just sufficed for the purpose. A longer experience, however, 
satisfied him that the dry mounting plan was never absolutely 
reliable, and led to his turning his attention to other methods, 
resulting in  his adoption of a process of mounting in realgar. 
Micrometers and test-plates mounted in this medium sent to the 
Society in 1898, and examined by Mr. Nelson, d to 
be the finest yet produced, whether from the poi the 
accuracy of the rulings or the distinctness and e to 
the mounting medium. An accompanying photo-micrograph of 
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the 10-band plate was pronounced by Mr. Nelson to be the finest 
photo-micrograph of ruled bands he had ever seen. (J.R.M.S., 
1898, p. €90;  1899, p. 122.) Mr. A. A. C. E. Merlin, in  his note 
‘‘ On the Measurement of Grayson’s New 10-Band Plate,” says, 
I ‘  i t  is doubtful if any production of the kind has hitherto approached 
SO nearly to perfection.” 

Other communications regarding these plates in the Journal 
are : in 1904, p. 393, ‘ I  On Grayson’s 120,000-Band Plate,” by 
E. M. Nelson ; in 1910, p. 5 ,  ‘ I  On the Measurement of Grayson’s 
10-Band Plate,” by A. A. C. E. Merlin ; p. 144, *‘ On Measurement 
of the First Nine Groups of Grayson’s Finest 12-Band Plate,” by the 
same writer ; p. 701, Note ‘ I  Grayson’s Photo-micrographs of his 
Ruliugs,” by E. M. Nelson; in 1911, p. 449, “ A  Report on the 
Grayson’s Ruling,,presented by Mr. C. Beck to the Royal Micro- 
scropical Society, by E. J. Spitta. Other references to the plates 
and photographs appear in the Journal for 1899, p. 3 5 5 ;  1902, 
13. 385 ; 1910, p. 801 ; 1911, p. 421. 

In tlhe volume for 1910, p. 239, is an article by Grayson, 
reprinted from a local publication, and entitled, On the Produc- 
tion of Micrometric and Diffraction Rulings.” The writer says : 
“Some years ago I had occasion to use some finely-ruled glass 
plates, not exceeding 0.01 in. thickness, the lines upon them 
ranging from 0.02 in. to 0.004 in. apart. These I found were 
not readily obtainable commercially, so that I had to devise some 
method of producing them for myself. After a few experiments 
1 soon found I had no difficulty in ruling lines greatly exceeding 
in fineness and accuracy any of the kind I had hitherto seen, and, 
as the qatter was interesting to me from a microscopical stand- 
point, I pursued it apart from my immediate requirements.” A 
brief account is given of the apparatus employed, which was 
largely coinposed of glass, and which was afterwards much modified, 
to make it capable of the greatest amount of precision. Lines 
ruled with it of 120,000 to the inch are the finest so far resolved. 
The ordinary glass covers were found to be too hard, but Grayson 
after several trials succeeded in annealing them, making them 
both softer and tougher. The method of selecting and preparing 
the diamonds is described, also that of mounting the covers. 
Grayson says that he tried every, or almost every, known cement 
and wax-cell, but in every instance the cover-glass sooner or later 
became coated with minute crystals or beads of moisture. Realgar 
was then tried, and for a long time without success, but finally the 
usual method of using it (dissolved in bromine) was abandoned, 
and after many trials it is claimed that success was obtained by 
the use of thin films produced by sublimation. A number of test 
cliatoms mounted in this way were exhibited at the Society’s 
meeting in October 1898. b 

Accounts of Grayson’s work having come under the notice of 

(J.R.M.S., 1911, p. 160.) 
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the of6cials of the Imperial Board of Trade, he was entrusted by 
them with certain delicate work in connesion with the official 
standards of measurement. 

Grayson’s most important achievement has been the construc- 
tion of his engine for ruling diffraction gratings, a task to which 
he devoted much time during several years. This apparatus, for 
which a special room has been constructed at  the University, 
fitted up with elaborate precautions secure absolute steadiness 
and freedom from temperature cha , is very fully described and 

July 1917, wherein are also described in detail the methods of 
construction, preparation of the diamonds, and other particulars 
likely to be useful to other experimenters in the same class of 
work. (Proc. Roy. SOC. Vict., xxx. (N.S.), p. &95, pl. vi-xvii.) 

It was characteristic of Grayson that whatever work he 
achieved failed to satisfy him unless his results were at  least equal 
to the best obtained by other workers, and he assiduously studied 
every process or piece of mechanism in the endeavour to improve 
upon their procedure. Such microscopical preparations as he pro- 
duced were always of high quality, his diatom type-slides, for 
example, being in no way inferior to those of Moller and Thum, 
while his test-rulings and micrometers, as well as his photographs 
of them, prere, according to the opinions already quoted, in advance 
of those of his predecessous. It is confidently believed that the 
same judgment will apply to his last and most important produc- 
tion-the new engine for ruling diffraction gratings. 

illustrated in a paper laid before t pcb e Eoyal Society of Victoria in 

W. M. BALE. 


